A CONDITIONAL FUNDING STRATEGY TO ADDRESS THE MODERN FOOD ENVIRONMENT: FROM PUBLIC HEALTH PREVENTION TO STATE AND LOCAL PREEMPTION
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I. INTRODUCTION

The greatest challenge to public health in the United States stems from chronic diseases related to poor nutrition. Over thirty-five percent of adults and almost seventeen percent of children and adolescents are obese in the United States. Obesity is associated with increased risk of type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and hypertension. Experts point to the modern food environment as a primary driver of this epidemic. Technological innovation in processed food manufacturing has led to the creation of over 20,000 new products per year from 2006 through 2010, adding to the abundance of processed products (more than 300,000) on United States store shelves. Cheap, convenient, palatable, nutrient-poor food and beverages are highly accessible and highly marketed to all segments of the United States population.
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Public health and economic studies reveal that consuming a higher proportion of processed food and beverages (collectively “food”) is associated with increased weight gain.\(^7\) Processed food is cheaper and less nutritious so high consumption is especially disconcerting for people living in low-income areas where access to healthy food is minimal and cost is a barrier. Not surprisingly, there is a significant relationship between food costs and healthy diets, which most negatively affects low-income communities.\(^8\) The public’s health declines as highly processed foods replace whole, unprocessed foods\(^9\) in the diet.\(^10\)

The companies that manufacture some of the most highly processed unhealthy food products are among the most profitable globally,\(^11\) and spend a portion of their profits lobbying against reform.\(^12\) Industry lobbyists urge higher levels of government to pass laws preempting the ability of lower levels of government to pass protective measures, especially regulations that food businesses perceive will decrease consumption of their product.\(^13\) However,
these food products are creating a negative health impact on Americans and obesity and related disease cost the government billions of dollars in health care costs alone.14

The government has a responsibility to intervene when the status quo results in inequities. State and local governments have primary jurisdiction over public health and related matters, such as community food access and the school food environment, but they lack resources and sometimes political will or support to address issues related to nutrition. In some cases business interests hinder even those with the best intentions to address health issues.15

In section II and III the modern food environment and the health implications and economic toll that consumption of highly processed foods has taken on the United States population is reviewed. Section IV then proposes a tax and spend strategy for Congress to enact in order to address the health and financial burden that results from the modern food environment. Specifically, Congress should institute a manufactures’ excise tax on producers of highly processed food products. This is a revenue-producing measure designed to provide conditional grants to qualifying state and local governments, agencies, tribes, territories, and non-government organizations to address the modern food environment and poor nutrition. As part of this strategy, the federal government would offer grants to non-profit organizations to engage in government speech as an innovative method to counter industry support for preemptive laws. This last strategy’s goal is to promote social change by educating citizens about preemptive legislation designed to put business interests above health and impede the ability of local governments to protect the people in their community. The paper concludes with a vision for the future direction of the tax and spend strategy.

II. HIGHLY PROCESSED FOOD

A. The Modern Food Environment

Highly processed food products are those that have undergone secondary processing. For comparison, foods such as vegetables and eggs are considered unprocessed, while cooking oils and yogurt are primarily processed.16 Highly processed food products, on the other hand, are often industrially prepared and contain preservatives and additives.17 They often contribute unhealthy amounts of salt and sugar to the diet and tend to be low in nutrients.18

Consumption of highly processed food is linked to poor health outcomes and obesity. The modern food environment at best encourages the consumption
of these products, but at its worst, it leaves consumers with little choice. Food choices are based on a series of complex factors that stem from income, food prices, the availability of alternatives, and preferences shaped by tastes, marketing, and information. The socio-economic status of the community, consumers’ proximity to food stores, and the quality of goods and retail outlets all contribute to access and thus, choice.19 Lack of food access and high prices can be barriers to making healthy choices even if other factors, such as information, are present.20

Communities that lack access to healthy food are called “food deserts” and are found in both urban and rural locations. A food desert commonly signifies that residents have limited access to full-service grocery stores,21 and thus rely on convenience stores—establishments known to sell a higher ratio of processed food—for sustenance.22 In one study of low-income rural parents who lived ten to eighty miles from a grocery store, respondents’ primary concern was food affordability and the cost of car fuel.23 They reported wanting to purchase healthy foods for their family but they could not afford to do so; simply put, they explained that “junk food is cheaper.”24

The increased availability and low price of highly processed foods contributes greatly to the modern food environment. It is this food environment that is responsible for poor health outcomes such as obesity and diabetes.

B. Health Implications

Studies find that dietary nutritional quality decreases and obesity increases as people consume a higher proportion of processed food in their diets.25 A Harvard study followed almost 100,000 men and women for twenty years and found that they gained weight as they increased consumption of specific foods: potato chips, fries, sugary beverages, unprocessed and processed red meat, sweet desserts, refined grains, and fruit juice.26 United States adults report that they snack most frequently on many of these exact same products (i.e., sugary beverages, chips, sweet desserts, candy, and fruit juices).27 These same items are among the most frequently purchased foods at fast-food restaurants.28

20. See Sandra Braunstein & Risa Lavizzo-Mourey, How the Health and Community Development Sectors Are Combining Forces to Improve Health and Well-Being, 30 HEALTH AFFS. 2042 (2011) (explaining that low-income neighborhoods are documented to have reduced access to health care, limited food choices and higher exposure to environmental hazards).
22. Walker et al., supra note 19, at 877; Yousefian et al., supra note 21, at 23.
23. Id. at 6.
24. Id. at 7.
25. Asfaw, supra note 7, at 185; Mozaffarian et al., supra note 7, at 2401.
26. Mozaffarian et al., supra note 7, at 2396.
28. Kerri N. Boutelle et al., Nutritional Quality of Lunch Meal Purchased for Children at a Fast-Food Restaurant, 7 CHILDHOOD OBESITY 316, 322 (2011) (noting menu items most frequently purchased for
Conversely, weight gain was inversely related to consuming unprocessed or primarily processed foods such as vegetables, whole grains, fruit, nuts, and yogurt.29

Highly processed products also contribute to overall poor nutrition because they generally have high levels of sodium and added sugar, both of which are independently associated with disease. High intake of sodium is associated with an increased risk for hypertension, stomach cancer, heart disease, and stroke.30 The foods that contribute the most sodium to the diet of Americans include a now familiar list: restaurant meals, processed and cured meats, processed bread products, and savory snacks.31

High intake of added sugar, however, is likely the biggest threat to good nutrition today.32 A diet high in added sugar is positively correlated with weight gain, poor cholesterol, diabetes, increased insulin resistance, and micronutrient dilution.33 Micronutrient dilution occurs when people replace healthy food in their diet with highly processed sugary food, resulting in an inability to derive the proper amount of vitamins and minerals from the food they consume.34 The major sources of added sugar in the American diet are commercially-sweetened, highly processed products, including sugary beverages, grain-based and dairy desserts, syrups, candy, and ready-to-eat cereals for children.35

adults were French fries, soda, cheeseburger, baked hot apple pie, and Big Mac).

The most frequent items purchased for preschoolers were French fries, soda, chicken nuggets, cheeseburgers, and hamburgers. The most frequent items purchased for children were French fries, chicken nuggets, cheeseburgers, soda, and hot apple pie. The most frequent items purchased for adolescents were French fries, soda, cheeseburgers, chicken nuggets, and chocolate chip cookies.
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32. U.S. Dept’ of Agric., Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2010, app. 7 (2011), available at http://www.cnpp.usda.gov/Publications/DietaryGuidelines/2010/PolicyDoc/Appendices.pdf (advising, in its latest dietary guidance for Americans, that added sugar and solid fat together should provide no more than thirteen percent of total calories for an average person requiring a 2,000 calorie diet); Rachel K. Johnson et al., Dietary Sugars Intake and Cardiovascular Health: A Scientific Statement from the American Heart Association, 120 CIRCULATION 1011, 1017 (2009) (suggesting that women should consume only 100 calories of added sugar daily, which amounts to approximately 6.6 % of total energy). Men should consume only 150 calories of added sugar, or approximately 7.5% of total calories per day. United States consumption levels are much higher. The average intake of added sugar is 14.5% of total energy for the entire population, and is much higher for large subsets of the population. Americans aged six to seventeen years old consume 17% of total energy intake from added sugar and added sugar represents 16.3% of the calories consumed by eighteen to thirty-four year olds. Jean A. Welsh et al., Consumption of Added Sugars Is Decreasing in the United States, 94 AM. J. CLINICAL NUTRITION 726, 733 (2011).
33. Jean A. Welsh et al., Caloric Sweetener Consumption and Dyslipidemia Among US Adults, 303 JAMA 1490, 1496 (2010); Jean A. Welsh et al., Consumption of Added Sugars and Indicators of Cardiovascular Disease Risk Among US Adolescents, 123 CIRCULATION 249, 254 (2011); Robert H. Lustig et al., The Toxic Truth About Sugar, 482 NATURE 27, 27 (2012).
34. Johnson et al., supra note 32, at 1015.
35. Welsh et al., supra note 32, at 726; Linda Van Horn et al., Translation and Implementation of
C. Financial Toll

America’s reliance on highly processed products for sustenance comes with major costs. The top four chronic diseases in the country—heart disease, stroke, cancer, and diabetes—are associated with obesity.36 Chronic disease accounts for seventy-five percent of all health care spending and leads to seventy percent of all deaths in the United States.37 Health care costs are rising at an unsustainable rate and society as a whole must bear the burden.

The estimated medical cost of obesity in the United States was $147 billion in 2008.38 But poor nutrition cost society more than just the cost of medical care; increased costs also result from lost production and increased disability. In 2010, the Society of Actuaries estimated that the total economic cost of overweight and obesity to the United States is actually closer to $270 billion a year accounting for lost production, disability, and health care costs.39 An estimated 8.5 percent of Medicare and 11.8 percent of Medicaid spending is attributable to obesity.40 The government must address poor nutrition and obesity as a public health crisis, but also as a major drain on the country’s finances.

III. FEDERAL PREVENTION AND INDUSTRY PREEMPTION

America’s consumption of highly processed food has taken an enormous toll on the nation’s health. The government has a responsibility to act in light of the increased prevalence of chronic disease stemming from excessive consumption of these products. Segments of the government at the federal, state, and local levels have been working to address the obesity epidemic, but state and local actions are increasingly being thwarted by the food industry. Companies that produce, market, and sell highly processed foods benefit from current eating patterns in America. When state and local governments attempt to address the modern food environment the industry lobbies for legislation preempting these efforts.41 Thus, Congressional intervention is necessary.

In the following sections, the paper reviews the dual problems that need to be addressed by Congress: first, the need for funding dedicated exclusively for obesity prevention and second, the industry’s strategy to preempt state and local

---

38. Finkelstein et al., supra note 14, at 822.
40. Finkelstein et al., supra note 14, at 822.
41. Preemption is defined as a “doctrine adopted by [the United States] Supreme Court holding that certain matters are of such a national, as opposed to local, character that federal laws preempt or take precedence over state laws. As such, a state may not pass a law inconsistent with the federal law . . . . As applied to state action versus local action, “preemption” means that where legislature has adopted scheme for regulation of given subject, local legislative control over such phases of subject as are covered by state regulation ceases.” BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (6th ed. 1991).
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prevention measures. This paper goes on to propose a novel tax-and-spend strategy to fund public health interventions and address preemptive legislation.

A. Prevention

The United States spent 2.7 trillion dollars on health care in 2011, which means it spent a greater percentage of its GDP on health care than any other country, but the United States simultaneously scores lower than its peer nations on life expectancy, infant mortality, and other indicators of population health. The United States dedicates the majority of its health care dollars financing clinical care at the expense of population-based actions that would “influence health more profoundly than medical services.” In 2009, only 3.1 percent of the total government spending on health was dedicated to population-based, or public health efforts. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) analyzed the financial challenges facing the governmental public health infrastructure and found that public health was both insufficiently and dysfunctionally funded.

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), passed by Congress in 2010 and largely upheld by the Supreme Court in 2012, comprehensively reformed the national market for health-care products and services. The ACA provides grants for a variety of health programs to state, local, and tribal health departments and, in some cases, non-profits and academic centers. For the first time, the federal government dedicated substantial funds toward prevention. Through the ACA the White House established the National Prevention, Health Promotion, and Public Health Council which focuses on the public health goals of reducing tobacco use, sedentary behavior, and poor nutrition.

Despite the amount of funding the ACA dedicated toward prevention, the American Public Health Association expressed concern that the prevention funds may be threatened. Additionally, even if the funds do fully become available for prevention efforts, the Association stated:

The harsh reality is, however, that the amount of money authorized is not as large as the need. Tough choices lay ahead . . . [including] difficult decisions
about how to allocate the funds among different public health initiatives (e.g.,
tobacco cessation, nutrition, physical activity), the public health infrastructure,
research and tracking, and public health workforce training.52

In order to ensure that funding is available and specifically dedicated to
prevention in the area of nutrition-related disease, a new funding strategy for
this purpose alone is necessary. A new strategy is proposed in section IV.
However, lack of funding is not the only barrier to preventative measures. The
industry has employed a strategy to thwart state and local actions to improve
health when it perceives that intervention would threaten business.

B. Preemption’s Impact on Prevention

Public health is traditionally an area of concern for state and local
governments which are often in the best position to address public health
inequities that result from community-based structures. State and local
governments are routinely at the forefront of creating innovative measures to
address products that burden public health. For example, now widely adopted
nationally, the first indoor smoke-free laws were implemented by local
governments in California in 1990.53 The nation’s first menu label law and first
ban on trans fat use by restaurants originated in New York City in 2008.54

Because the industry is also aware that local jurisdictions effectively address
public health problems, it often seeks to prevent local regulation.55 Industries
that make products with potential public health ramifications lobby federal and
state legislators to urge the passage of preemptive laws which would withdraw
the ability of lower levels of government to regulate their products. This strategy
has been employed by industries seeking preemption of local regulation over
tobacco,56 firearms,57 and products that cause environmental hazards58 among
other threats to public health.59

The food industry is responsible for recent pro-preemption campaigns to

52. Id. at 13–14.
53. AM. FOR NONSMOKERS’ RIGHTS, CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF U.S. POPULATION PROTECTED BY
100% SMOKEFREE STATE OR LOCAL LAWS 1 (2012).
54. DEP’T OF HEALTH & MENTAL HYGIENE RD. OF HEALTH, NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION
TO REPEAL AND REENACT § 81.50 OF THE NEW YORK CITY HEALTH CODE (2008).
55. Mark Pertschuk et al., Assessing the Impact of Federal and State Preemption in Public Health: A
56. See, e.g., AM. FOR NONSMOKERS’ RIGHTS, PREEMPTION: TOBACCO CONTROL’S #1 ENEMY 1
(1996); Jean C. O’Connor et al., Preemption of Local Smoke-Free Air Ordinances: The Implications of Judicial
Opinions for Meeting National Health Objectives, 36 J.L. MED. & ETHICS 403, 403
(2008).
57. Eric Gorovitz et al., Preemption or Prevention? Lessons from Efforts to Control Firearms, Alcohol,
58. Betsy Z. Russell, Oil/Gas Pre-Eemption Bill Clears Senate Panel 6-3 After 3.5-Hour Hearing, THE
mar/02/oilgas-pre-emption-bill-clears-senate-panel-6-3-after-3-hour-hearing/ (reprinting
John Miller, Idaho Senate Panel Oks Gas-Industry-Backed Measure, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Mar. 2, 2012). See also
AM. BEVERAGE ASS’N, Comments to the Proposed Rule for Arsenic Levels in Bottled Water, Docket No.
59. Brian C. Rittmeyer, Home Builders, Sellers Battle Pennsylvania’s Fire Sprinkler Requirement,
PITTSBURGH TRIBUNE-REVIEW (Mar. 7, 2010), http://triblive.com/x/valleynewsdispatch/s_
670477.html#axzz2HmNRlaiX.
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thwart public health efforts. For example, when menu labeling laws began passing around the country, the restaurant industry opposed the practice and started a concerted nationwide campaign. As a result, Georgia and Utah passed laws preempting the authority of their respective political subdivisions to pass menu labeling laws. Similarly, after Santa Clara, California passed an ordinance establishing nutrition criteria for a restaurant meal accompanied by a children’s toy, the restaurant industry worked to preempt similar laws nationwide. It was successful in Arizona and Florida, both of which preempted their local subdivisions from doing the same.

Some preemptive laws are even more detrimental to public health than the issue-specific ones mentioned above. Utah and Ohio passed much more broad-reaching laws preempting local governments from addressing pressing public health matters. The Ohio law is particularly troubling because it stemmed from Cleveland’s passage of a proven public health measure, a trans fat ban, for its city. The Ohio Restaurant Association fought Cleveland’s law by lobbying the state legislature to prohibit such local action. The Association was successful and the legislature amended the state budget to prohibit all municipalities from regulating the ingredients restaurants use to prepare food, a matter traditionally within local control.

Industry has more resources than public health organizations and has successfully lobbied legislators to pass preemptive laws that protect business at the expense of the public. Therefore, preemption is a direct threat to public health innovation and protection.

61. See id. at 9–10.
68. Cleveland sued the state to prevent enforcement of the law and a state judge found in favor of Cleveland. Dan Levine, Judge Sides with Cleveland in Its Trans Fat Ban, CHI. TRIB. (June 12, 2012), http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/sns-rt-us-usa-food-ohiobre85c00h-20120612,0,3760756.story. Ohio is appealing the judgment. Appeal, City of Cleveland v. Ohio, CA-12-098616 (Cuyahoga County Court of Common Pleas June 28, 2012).
IV. “TAX AND SPEND” PROPOSAL: A CONDITIONAL FUNDING STRATEGY

Against the background of scant resources allocated to health agencies for obesity prevention efforts and the food industry’s successful efforts to thwart public health measures, government intervention is needed. The method proposed in this section is for the federal government to institute a manufacturers’ excise tax on the manufacturers, producers, and importers of highly processed food and beverage items. This tax proposal would raise revenue to be earmarked for conditional funding to state, tribal, and local governments, health agencies, and certain non-government organizations to address nutrition and food-related disparities. The conditional grant is specifically geared toward altering the modern food environment and addressing industry efforts to pass preemptive laws. The proposed strategies are largely based on the Institute of Medicine’s report on accelerating progress in obesity prevention with one significant addition to address preemptive laws.

A. The Tax

Article I of the U.S. Constitution grants Congress the power to “lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises to . . . provide for the . . . general welfare of the United States.”71 The “tax and spend” proposal here involves an excise tax, which is a tax “levied upon the manufacture, sale, or consumption of commodities within the country.”72 This tax is a manufacturers’ excise tax, which is specifically levied on the manufacturers, producers, and importers (collectively manufacturers) of the “taxable article.”73 Here, the taxable articles are highly processed foods and beverages that meet a definition established to include edible and potable items that have undergone secondary processing to make them durable and ready-to-consume or ready-to-heat and eat.74 This will capture the same products responsible for poor health outcomes and weight gain.75

The Public Health Security and Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002 requires owners, operators, and agents of a facility engaged in the manufacturing, processing, packing, or holding of food for consumption in the United States to register with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).76 Registration is required for domestic and foreign facilities, whether or not the

---

73. See United States v. Kahriger, 345 U.S. 22, 28 (1953) (holding that Congress cannot tax exports).
74. See Monteiro et al., supra note 9, at 7 (defining ultra-processed food as “the processing of a mix of ingredients and foodstuffs in order to create durable, accessible, convenient and palatable ready-to-eat or ready-to-heat food products liable to be consumed as snacks or to replace home prepared dishes”).
75. See, e.g., Asfaw, supra note 7, at 186.
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food from the facility enters interstate commerce. Each registrant is required to list the applicable food product categories for which they are responsible and the federal regulations already enumerate the taxable articles as required for disclosure purposes. Thus, manufacturers of the taxable items are currently required to register with the FDA and list the taxable items. Under the tax proposal here, Congress would direct the FDA to identify the registered facilities that manufacture the taxable articles and these manufacturers would be subject to the tax. Congress would amend the Internal Revenue Code and direct the Internal Revenue Service to collect the excise tax from these manufacturers.

The proposed tax would not initially be high enough to deter consumption or to replace a tax policy with that intent. Although consumption of highly processed food is problematic from a public health standpoint, current income and access disparities in the United States would likely make taxing these products to deter consumption excessively regressive at this point in time. As discussed below, once the grantees successfully alter the local food environment, the tax may be increased to discourage consumption of the taxable articles.

Congress’ power to tax is quite broad. The Supreme Court has said that, “the constitutional restraints on taxing are few,” explaining that federal excise taxes are valid, even if they discourage or deter the activities taxed, if the revenue is negligible, or if they have a regulatory effect. The proposed tax is a standard revenue producing measure.

The proposed tax would be instituted to raise revenue to provide for the general welfare of the country. The federal government institutes a wide range

77. Id. Facilities exempt under the Bioterrorism Act include those not applicable for this tax: farms, retail and nonprofit food establishments, restaurants, fishing vessels and USDA regulated facilities that produce meat, poultry and eggs. 21 C.F.R. § 1.226 (2008).
78. See 21 C.F.R. § 1.232 (2008) (requiring registrants to list applicable food product categories as identified in 21 C.F.R. § 170.3). See also 21 C.F.R. § 170.3 (2008) (listing 43 general food categories that group specific related foods together including for example: (n)(1) Baked goods, (n)(3) Non-alcoholic beverages, including soft drinks, (n)(20) Frozen dairy desserts (n)(37) Snack foods, including chips, pretzels, (n)(38) Soft candy).
79. See 21 C.F.R. § 1.240 (2008) (stating that registrants must comply with “any other Federal, State, or local registration requirements that apply to your facility”). Note that Congress’ power to tax does not seek to be valid even if “collection of the tax also is difficult.” Kahriger, 345 U.S. at 28.
80. This is unlike the purpose of the policy proposal to institute an excise tax on sugary beverages. See Kelly D. Brownell & Thomas R. Frieden, Ounces of Prevention – The Public Policy Case for Taxes on Sugared Beverages, 360 NEW ENG. J. MED. 1805, 1805 (2009). The very purpose of such a tax would be to fundamentally increase the price of the product to deter consumption because substitutes are usually available and water can be free. Excise taxes are valid even if they are instituted for regulatory purposes or to deter or discourage behavior. Kahriger, 345 U.S. at 28. This is the purpose behind the proposed sugary beverage taxes. See also Sebelius, 132 S.Ct. at 2596 (“But taxes that seek to influence conduct are nothing new.”).
81. Yousefian et al., supra note 21, at 10.
82. Kahriger, 345 U.S. at 28 (listing the constitutional restraints as follows: “Congress cannot tax exports, and it must impose direct taxes by the rule of apportionment, and indirect taxes by the rule of uniformity.”).
84. United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1, 65 (1936) (“Congress is expressly empowered to lay taxes to provide for the general welfare.”).
of excise taxes on items and producers of items that are deemed “inimical to the public welfare.” For example, there are federal excise taxes on other products associated with poor health outcomes, such as alcohol and tobacco, and on businesses responsible for environmental degradation, such as manufacturers of automobiles that do not meet fuel economy standards established by the Environmental Protection Agency.

Excise taxes are also the most amenable to earmarking and federal excise taxes are routinely earmarked for a specific federal trust fund. This taxing method acts as a significant source of revenue for the beneficiary of the fund. For example, a manufacturers’ excise tax on coal is placed in the Black Lung Disability Benefits Trust Fund to finance benefits for miners. The proposed tax would be earmarked for an “Obesity Prevention Fund.”

B. Conditional Funding

The tax plan delineated above provides a revenue stream for a conditional funding strategy to provide grants to qualifying state, tribal, and local governments and non-government organizations. Under its powers enumerated in the Spending Clause, Congress may attach conditions to the receipt of federal funds to accomplish federal policy objectives. The Supreme Court has characterized this spending arrangement as a contractual-type relationship. One of the more well-known conditional funding relationships is one upheld by the Supreme Court in 1987, whereby the federal government conditioned the receipt of federal highway funds to the states upon passage of a law that institutes a minimum alcohol drinking age of twenty-one years old. All fifty states have now agreed to this arrangement.

1. Grant Requirements

Under the proposal, Congress would dedicate the funding to an Obesity Prevention Fund to be administered by the Centers of Disease Control (CDC). The CDC has a long history of managing grant opportunities such as this one, pursuant to which it monitors and evaluates the implementation and efficacy of the funded strategy. In 2011, Congress passed the Consolidated Appropriations

85. Kahriger, 345 U.S. at 28.
86. U.S. MASTER EXCISE TAX GUIDE, supra note 72, at 135, 227–36.
87. Id. at 27.
88. Id. at 138.
91. Dole, 483 U.S. at 207–08.
Act of 2012, which establishes conditions on funding for the Department of Health and Human Services. The CDC is a subdivision of this department. In this Act, Congress passed a new section to the Anti-Lobbying provision, which prohibits the use of funds for “any activity to advocate or promote any proposed, pending or future Federal, State or local tax increase, or any proposed, pending, or future requirement or restriction on any legal consumer product, including its sale or marketing.” This has resulted in a chilling effect on all speech by the CDC and its grantees, and would thus prevent the execution of certain prerequisites for the grant opportunity. Therefore, this provision must be repealed prior to enactment of the proposed funding strategy.

The potential grantees of the proposed conditional funding strategy are state and local governments, agencies, tribes, territories, and non-government organizations. Health agencies would likely be the primary recipients of the funds. The IOM has found that public health agencies are severely under-funded. Some state public health agencies have not made the prevention of obesity and related chronic diseases a priority. This is likely due to a lack of resources and a simultaneous dedication of efforts to other public health issues. For example, since September 11, 2001, significant federal funding for public health has been devoted to bioterrorism preparedness.

The federal government recently established two funding opportunities to be administered by the CDC that include obesity related prevention as one of several public health goals. The Obesity Prevention Fund would be solely for obesity prevention through the implementation of specific strategies in a prescribed manner. By funding state and local health agencies directly for obesity-prevention work, the government would give them the ability to address the problem to the extent necessary to further change. The CDC would grant funding to qualifying grantees in locations with a disproportionate amount of health disparities, obesity and diabetes. In order to qualify, the grantee must be

94. Id. at § 503.
95. FOR THE PUBLIC’S HEALTH, supra note 45, at 4.
98. Community Transformation Grants, supra note 92. The first was awarded to state and local government agencies, tribes and territories, and state and local non-profit organizations, in districts serving more than 500,000. The second round of funding was for small communities of up to 500,000 in neighborhoods, school districts, villages, towns, cities and counties. These grants focused on tobacco, active living, healthy eating, high blood pressure and high cholesterol. See also PPHF 2012, supra note 92. These grants focused on the prevention of heart attacks, stroke, cancer, diabetes and other leading chronic diseases. Id.
99. Jamie M. Cousins et. al., The Role of State Health Departments in Supporting Community-Based Obesity Prevention, 8 PREVENTING CHRONIC DISEASE A87 (2011). See generally Madamala, et al., supra note 96 (finding when grants and other funding sources become available, the agencies were able to focus on prevention in the area specified).
willing to enact the enumerated policy changes to impact a substantial number of people. The IOM issued a report in 2012 that provides key recommendations for strategies to accelerate progress in obesity prevention. The committee identified almost 800 recommendations and assessed the potential of each to achieve this goal, including those with the broadest reach and greatest potential for impact based on the best scientific evidence. These recommendations target several areas of the food environment and suggest laws and policies that can be undertaken by state and local governments and non-profit organizations. Six strategies will be funded through the Obesity Prevention Fund. The first five strategies are substantially synthesized from the IOM recommendations and have been successfully and legally implemented by communities on a small scale. The sixth strategy is an innovative method to address state-wide obesity preemption efforts. The CDC will put out an announcement for the funding opportunity to notify qualifying grantees to apply for the funds. Grantees will choose the strategies they will undertake according to the conditions set forth below. The CDC will administer the grant and monitor and evaluate grantees compliance with the grant conditions.

a. Obesity Prevention Fund Required Strategies for Grantees

1. Create a food and beverage environment that ensures healthy food and beverage options are the affordable and easy choice.

   a. Make clean, potable water readily available.

---

100. The definitions employed by the CDC for other grants would be used here:

   Governmental agencies and non-governmental organizations. This includes, but is not limited to, school districts, local housing authorities, local transportation authorities, health departments, planning and economic development agencies, non-profit and community based organizations, area aging agencies, and cooperative extension agencies (educational programs within land grant universities). Federally recognized American Indian Tribes and Alaska Native Villages Tribal organizations, which include Intertribal Councils and American Indian Health Boards which meet the definition set forth in 25 U.S.C. § 1603(26), 25 U.S.C. § 450(b) and are under a resolution that such organizations, councils, and boards represent the underlying tribes. Urban Indian Health Programs, tribal and intertribal consortia that meet the definition set forth in 25 U.S.C. § 1603(29) (defines Urban Indian Organization), 25 U.S.C. § 1603(26) and 25 U.S.C. § 450(b) (defines Tribal Organization), and 25 U.S.C. § 1603(25) (defines tribal health program).

   See PPHF 2012, supra note 92.


102. Id. at 3.


105. GLICKMAN ET AL., supra note 101, at 430.
b. All state and local government-owned and operated buildings, worksites, facilities, and other locations where foods and beverages are sold or served to workers or the public (including cafeterias, stores, vending machines, and concession stands) adopt and implement strong nutritional standards and an enforcement policy that ensures that the healthy options are available and competitively priced.

c. States and localities utilize financial incentives, such as flexible financing or tax credits, streamlined permitting processes, and zoning strategies, to enhance the quality of local food environments, particularly in low-income communities. These efforts should include encouraging or attracting retailers and distributors of healthy food (e.g., supermarkets) to locate in underserved areas.

2. Create a food and beverage environment that discourages unhealthy options.\textsuperscript{106}

a. Implement fiscal policies aimed at reducing over-consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages through substantial and specific excise taxes on sugar-sweetened beverages with the revenues being dedicated to obesity prevention programs.

b. States and localities utilize conditional licensing requirements and zoning strategies to limit the concentration of unhealthy food venues (for example, fast-food restaurants and convenience stores), particularly in low-income communities.

c. Enforce the federal menu labeling law passed in 2010 as part of the Affordable Care Act and codified in 21 U.S.C. § 343(q)(5)(H).

3. Make schools (K-12) and child-care settings a national focal point for nutrition education and obesity prevention.\textsuperscript{107}

a. Government agencies (state, local, and school district) ensure strong nutritional standards for all foods and beverages sold or provided through schools, including making clean, potable water available and prohibiting access to sugar-sweetened beverages.

b. State legislatures, school boards, and departments of education adopt, require, and financially support K-12 standards for food and nutrition education curriculum (including cooking and budgeting skills)\textsuperscript{108} based on USDA guidance; and establish requirements for training teachers in effectively incorporating nutrition education into their curricula.

c. State legislatures, school boards, and departments of education develop school district policies (including wellness policies for districts participating in federal child nutrition programs) and related regulations that include nutrition standards for foods sold or served outside of the federal programs (including competitive foods and foods sold during fundraisers and sporting events) that are aligned with guidance

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item 106.  Id.
\item 107.  See id. at 430, 441.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
on optimal nutrition.

d. State and local departments of education work with local education agency wellness policies to link changes in the meals provided through child nutrition services with the food literacy and nutrition education curriculum to the extent possible.

e. Ban all food marketing on all public school facilities, including schools, campuses, fields, and buses or restrict marketing to only the foods sold according to strong nutritional guidelines. Only permit grandfathering of very large equipment (such as scoreboards) but require branding to be covered.

f. Funding may be provided for physical activity, only if school-based nutritional requirements are met. Research shows that increased intake of food, not lack of exercise, is responsible for the increased incidence and prevalence of overweight and obesity. Physical exercise cannot burn the amount of calories consumed through a diet consisting of highly processed foods. Studies additionally reveal that the rate of physical activity among United States youth has not significantly decreased while youth obesity rates have increased. However, physical activity has numerous other health benefits.

Therefore, funding will be provided to local education agencies to enact

---

109. INST. OF MED., LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTIONS TO PREVENT CHILDHOOD OBESITY 5, (2009). See, e.g., ME. REV. STAT. TIT. 20-A, § 6662 (2011). Schools are nonpublic fora and not subject to the same First Amendment challenges as bans or restrictions on marketing in the general community. DiLoreto v. Downey Unified Sch. Dist., 196 F.3d 958, 965 (9th Cir. 1999).

110. Studies support the theory that the food environment plays a larger role in obesity outcomes than physical activity. See supra Section II.A. Because encouraging physical activity is important, the grant would provide funding for increased opportunities for meaningful physical activity in the school environment for schools that adequately address the school food environment.

111. See supra Section III.


Our results indicate that active, ‘traditional’ lifestyles may not protect against obesity if diets change to promote increased caloric consumption. Thus, efforts to supplement diets of healthy populations in developing regions must avoid inundating these individuals with highly-processed, energy-dense but nutrient-poor foods. Since energy throughput in these populations is unlikely to burn the extra calories provided, such efforts may unintentionally increase the incidence of excess adiposity and associated metabolic complications such as insulin resistance.

Id.


114. Physical activity has a number of health benefits including increased mental, bone, and joint health and decreased risk of chronic diseases. Li, supra note 113, at 855. Physical inactivity is linked to substantial public health problems worldwide. One study found that in 2008, physical inactivity caused an estimated six percent increase in burden of disease from coronary heart disease, type 2 diabetes, breast cancer, and colon cancer; and that inactivity causes more than 57 million deaths worldwide. I-Min Lee et al., Effect of Physical Inactivity on Major Non-Communicable Diseases Worldwide: An Analysis of Burden of Disease and Life Expectancy, 580 LANCET 1553, 1553 (2012). These facts do not implicate the lack of physical activity as the primary driver of obesity. Id.
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policies with appropriate funding to ensure the provision of daily quality physical education at school for all students in grades K-12; adopt requirements that include opportunities for daily physical activity outside of physical education, such as intramural sports and activity programs, after-school physical activity programming, and integration of physical activity into curricula lesson plans.

4. Collaborate across agencies to ensure health is considered in all policies, also known as: Health in All Policies. This strategy recognizes that no single entity can address obesity alone. Cross-sectoral partnerships are needed to change communities and improve population health.\(^{115}\)

a. Health agencies work collaboratively with other agencies by using Obesity Prevention Funding to fund cross-agency solutions to ensure health is considered in other policies.\(^{116}\) Distribution is based on creating transparent partnerships and a process for collaboration.

i. Example: Work with urban planning and transportation agencies to increase public transportation to provide low-income communities and senior citizens with access to food markets, employment opportunities, and spaces to recreate, and to address environmental pollutants due to automobiles, and encourage walking to/from public transportation.\(^{117}\)

b. States and localities create cross-agency teams to analyze and streamline regulatory processes and create tax incentives for retailing of healthy foods in underserved neighborhoods; states and localities create cross-sectoral collaborations among the food and beverage industry, philanthropy, the finance and banking sector, the real estate sector, and the community to develop private funding to facilitate the development of healthy food retailing in underserved areas.

5. Encourage communities to organize for change through comprehensive nutrition education and social marketing programs. Strategy five may not be enacted alone, but rather must be enacted with strategies one through four.

\(^{115}\) Stephanie B. Coursey Bailey, Focusing on Solid Partnerships Across Multiple Sectors for Population Health Improvement, 7 PREVENTING CHRONIC DISEASE A115, A115 (2010). See also Ctrs. for Disease Control & Prevention, Recommended Community Strategies and Measurements to Prevent Obesity in the United States, 58 MORTALITY & MORBIDITY W.K.LY. REP. 1 (2009), available at http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/rr5807a1.htm (encouraging local governments to participate in coalitions or partnerships); Cousins et al., supra note 99, at A93 (“Addressing obesity is complex, requiring expertise in nutrition, physical activity, urban planning, sustainable food systems, school health, and other disciplines.”). See generally GLICKMAN ET AL., supra note 101.

\(^{116}\) WORLD HEALTH ORG., GOVERNMENT OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA, ADELAIDE STATEMENT ON HEALTH IN ALL POLICIES (2010).

\(^{117}\) Ctrs. for Disease Control & Prevention, supra note 115; NAT’L REACH COAL., CREATING MORE EQUITY IN HEALTH: A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO HEALTH REFORM (July 2008). Laws and policies that increase access to public transportation also improve economic opportunities in distressed communities and increase the ability for those in lower socioeconomic areas to access grocery stores, community facilities and employment opportunities. Robert J. Stokes, John MacDonald, & Greg Ridgeway, Estimating the Effects of Light Rail Transit on Health Care Costs, 14 HEALTH PLACE 45, 55 (2008) (benefiting (1) property development activities around planned transit stations; (2) decreased air pollution; and (3) potential health benefits related to increased exercise for residents living in the surrounding communities).
above.\textsuperscript{118} The nutrition education and social marketing campaigns can be incorporated into the plan as one piece of a broader program based on these recommendations, but potential grantees cannot rely on this strategy alone.\textsuperscript{119} It is an axiom of public health policy that education alone cannot change behavior without making the conditions possible for people to make the behavior change. Groups that oppose government interventions in the area of food and nutrition often point to educational efforts as sufficient to address the problem.\textsuperscript{120} It is necessary, for example, that food labels are clear, accurate, and not misleading to provide factual information to consumers. Education cannot correct the access and price disparities that ultimately influence consumers’ ability to purchase healthy items. It is not enough to have the knowledge of what is healthy without the resources to obtain healthy foods and beverages. Knowledge about the nutritional qualities of food has not been shown to be a primary driver to behavior change.\textsuperscript{121}

a. Funding for development of a sustained social marketing program on topics related to food, nutrition, and physical activity. This program should encompass carefully targeted, culturally appropriate messages aimed at specific audiences (for example, teens or mothers) with information or clear behavior-change goals (such as reduce consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages) or shed light on industry-wide practices aimed at the community (such as targeted marketing to specific ethnic groups).\textsuperscript{122}

6. Disseminate information about the Obesity Prevention Fund: a government

\textsuperscript{118} See GLICKMAN ET AL., supra note 101, at 435. See also INST. OF MED., supra note 109, at 4 (2009).

\textsuperscript{119} Rust v. Sullivan, 500 U.S. 173, 193 (1991) (“The Government can, without violating the Constitution, selectively fund a program to encourage certain activities it believes to be in the public interest, without at the same time funding an alternative program which seeks to deal with the problem in another way.”). Of course nothing in this prohibition would prevent grantees from using their own funds for larger education movements. See id. at 197.

\textsuperscript{120} See, e.g., News Releases & Statements: Beverage Industry Addresses Sugar-Sweetened Beverages and Obesity Articles in the New England Journal of Medicine, AM. BEVERAGE ASS’N (Sept. 21, 2012), http://www.ameribev.org/news-media/news-releases-statements/more/285/ (“Taxes, bans and other forms of government regulation are not the solution to childhood obesity – nutrition education, information and support for physical education are.”).

\textsuperscript{121} Yousefian et al., supra note 21, at 2 (finding that respondents living in rural food deserts were knowledgeable about which food was in fact healthy, i.e., unprocessed whole foods including fresh and frozen fruit and vegetables, lean meat, poultry, fish, low fat dairy, but they simply could not afford to purchase them).
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education program triggered by state preemption of strategies one through five. This is a government-generated informational message to inform communities about the Obesity Prevention Fund. This strategy is triggered when a state legislature preempts the ability of a potential grantee in the state from enacting any of the aforementioned strategies in their community. Funding will be provided to a non-governmental organization to target the community with an informational message about the state legislature’s preemptive action.

b. Details of the Anti-preemption Strategy Number Six

The Obesity Prevention Fund can be used for strategy six’s information dispersion if specific conditions exist. This occurs when a state legislature preempts the ability of local governments or state or local health agencies to participate in any portion of the funding arrangement. The purpose would be to educate citizens on the conditional funding opportunity in these locations. Under this section, the federal government would offer funding to a non-government organization within the jurisdiction when the state government has preempted the ability of an otherwise-qualifying grantee from carrying out the funding opportunity in any of the specified areas. The funding would be conditioned on the grantee’s agreement to educate citizens on two points: first, the existence of grant funding opportunities for the community, and second, that the state preempted a potential government grantee from accepting the funding. This section would not apply to state or local decisions to reject the conditional funding opportunity. It would only apply if a state legislature preempts the ability of local governments or state or local health agencies to enact laws or regulations to carry out any of the delineated interventions. The federal government would prescribe the message to be transmitted by the non-government organization.123

Under the anti-preemption strategy, Congress would be seeking to educate citizens about its program and the availability of funds for public health prevention programs.124 This would provide citizens with factual information so they could decide if this is a beneficial policy for their community and determine for themselves if their elected officials have their best interests in mind. Without

---

123. The non-government organizations may be 501(c)(3) non-profits, which are considered tax exempt as long as they do not violate certain prohibitions including attempting to influence legislation or participating in political campaigns. 26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(3) (2011). Nonprofits can engage in political speech but they still must comply with IRS rules which provide that they may engage in non-partisan activities such as non-partisan voter education, as long as the activity fulfills the tax exempt purposes. Voter education on federal funding opportunities and the status of funding in their state would not be prohibited. The IRS permits nonprofits to engage in voter education that includes a compilation of voting records of legislators as long as it does not imply approval or disapproval of any member or their voting record. Organizations would need to determine the extent they can do this within the bounds of the law and their own internal protocols. See generally Citizens United v. Fed. Election Comm’n, 558 U.S. 310 (2010).


Finally, although the First Amendment certainly has application in the subsidy context, we note that the Government may allocate competitive funding according to criteria that would be impermissible were direct regulation of speech or a criminal penalty at stake. So long as legislation does not infringe on other constitutionally protected rights, Congress has wide latitude to set spending priorities.

Id.
this provision in place, such information might not make it to the general public. For example, after the Supreme Court upheld the ACA, the Governor of Florida publicized his decision not to take the Medicaid expansion funds, making national news. This is the conditional funding arrangement at its best: a state exercising its right to forgo funds and notifying its citizens of the elected officials’ choice. More commonly, however, government operates less publicly and preemption provisions are passed that thwart a health agency or local government’s ability to address a public health matter. This occurs relatively unacknowledged. Under the Obesity Prevention Fund, the federal government would be taking into account this possibility and using its own speech to notify the citizens of the funding opportunity and their state legislature’s decision to preempt acceptance of funds.

2. Constitutionality

The Supreme Court has held that the constitutionality of a conditional funding arrangement depends on it meeting four specific criteria, all of which are met by this plan. First, the exercise of spending must be in pursuit of the general welfare. The Supreme Court defers to the judgment of Congress regarding whether an expenditure serves the general welfare because the concept of welfare “is shaped by Congress.” Here, the provision proposes to fund public health prevention measures. The Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality of conditional funding arrangements for public health in the past, including its’ most recent decision on the ACA. It would be difficult to argue that this conditional funding program for public health and obesity prevention does not similarly serve the general welfare.

Second, states must be given a “legitimate choice” whether to accept the funds. This has two implications. First, Congress must be unambiguous about the conditions so grantees can “exercise their choice knowingly, cognizant of the consequences of participation.” The conditions of this proposed grant are transparent and potential grantees would be able to accept or reject funds knowingly. The potential grantees will be required to undertake the strategies discussed above in exchange for the funding to successfully accomplish the public health goals. Congress will develop the specifics of the proposal according to historically approved conditional funding opportunities.

Additionally, this second requirement means that “the financial inducement

126. Bernstein, supra note 64 (“Moving under the radar so stealthily that in some cases local politicians and anti-obesity activists missed it entirely, lobbyists in Florida and Arizona backed successful efforts to take away the power to enact such bans from cities and counties.”).
128. Id. at 208 (citation and quotations omitted).
129. Sebelius, 132 S.Ct. at 2607. See also Sullivan, 500 U.S. at 187 (upholding provision Title X of the Public Health Service Act, 84 Stat. 1506, as amended, 42 U.S.C. §§ 300–300a-6, which provides federal funding for family-planning services).
130. Sebelius, 132 S.Ct. at 2608.
131. Dole, 483 U.S. at 207.
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offered by Congress” cannot be “so coercive as to pass the point at which ‘pressure turns into compulsion.’” Mild encouragement is permissible. However, the Supreme Court struck down a provision of the ACA because it would penalize states that choose not to participate in that new program by taking away their existing Medicaid funding. The Court found that this provision evidenced a regime in which “persuasion gives way to coercion” and this was unconstitutional. Unlike that case, there would be nothing coercive about the proposed funding arrangement and no loss of funds for refusal to participate. A potential grant recipient can choose between accepting and rejecting the funds, and determine for itself whether or not it wants to enact obesity prevention measures through this program. If the grantee accepts the funds, it would be subject to the government’s conditions; courts have repeatedly upheld “the use of this technique to induce governments and private parties to cooperate voluntarily with federal policy.”

Third, the conditions must be related to the federal interest in national programs or projects. As discussed above, it is estimated that obesity costs the United States 270 billion dollars a year in mortality, disability and lost productivity, and the government is responsible for a significant portion of these costs through Medicare and Medicaid. Almost thirteen percent of private health insurance spending is also attributable to obesity. There is thus, an “undeniable link between rising rates of obesity and rising medical spending.” Congress has an interest in reducing the costs associated with obesity that are burdening federal programs providing health care.

Under the fourth requirement, other constitutional provisions must not bar the agreement to carry out the grant’s conditions. The Supreme Court explained this “‘independent constitutional bar’ limitation” as one that means Congress cannot use its spending power “to induce the states to engage in activities that would themselves be unconstitutional.” Legal commentators have suggested that this doctrine can be characterized as holding that the “government may not grant a benefit on the condition that the beneficiary surrender a constitutional right, even if the government may withhold that

133. Sebelius, 132 S. Ct. at 2604 (quoting Chas. C. Steward Mach. Co. v. Davis, 57 S. Ct. 548, 590 (1937)).
134. Id. at 2608.
135. Id. at 2606.
136. Sullivan, 500 U.S. at 199 n.5 (discussing that potential grant recipients can choose between accepting funds subject to the government’s conditions or decline the subsidy and finance their own unsubsidized program).
139. BEHAN ET AL., supra note 39, at 27 (2010).
140. Finkelstein et al., supra note 14, at 828 (“.8.5 percent of Medicare spending, 11.8 percent of Medicaid spending.”).
141. Id.
142. Id. at 822.
143. Dole, 483 U.S. at 208.
144. Id. at 210.
benefit altogether."145

The spending proposals are non-threatening and not likely candidates for a constitutional challenge, with the exception of the sixth proposal. This permits the use of federal funds to be provided to non-government organizations to educate citizens about the Obesity Prevention Funding program if the state in which the organization works preempts the ability of local governments or state or local health agencies to address this problem. However, this strategy would be a form of government speech, not subject to a legitimate First Amendment challenge.146

The federal government would be enlisting private entities to convey its own message about the program and the state legislature’s preemption of the ability of potential grantees to accept the funds.147 Congress has a legitimate interest in addressing obesity among the states to reduce the costs and health burdens associated with not addressing the epidemic. Congress has a strong interest in potential grantees having a true choice to accept the funds and not being thwarted by state legislatures.

In Rust v. Sullivan, the Court upheld Title X of the Public Health Service Act, which provided conditional funding for several speech related measures, including “preconceptional counseling, education, and general reproductive health care.”148 Grantees were also required to refer pregnant clients “for appropriate prenatal and/or social services by furnishing a list of available providers that promote the welfare of mother and unborn child.”149 In addition to these requirements, Title X explicitly forbids grantees from providing “counseling concerning the use of abortion as a method of family planning or provid[ing] referral for abortion as a method of family planning.”150 These latter speech-related restrictions were challenged by non-governmental potential grantees under the First Amendment. The Supreme Court upheld these conditions as tangential to the government’s program to selectively fund certain activities, while not funding alternatives, stating that a potential grantee can


146. The Supreme Court may provide more insight into the ability of the federal government to condition funding on a speech requirement. The case of Alliance for Open Soc’y Int’l Inc. v. U.S. Agency for Int’l Dev., 651 F.3d 218 (2d Cir. 2011), created a circuit split regarding Section 7631(f) of the Leadership Act, which provides that no funds may be granted for the HIV/AIDS fight unless organizations explicitly oppose prostitution. But see DKT Int’l, Inc. v. U.S. Agency for Int’l Dev., 477 F.3d 758 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (holding this section does not violate potential recipient agencies’ freedom of speech under the First Amendment). The Second Circuit struck down the provision against a strong dissent and denied a rehearing en banc against dissent. See Alliance, 651 F.3d at 240–68 (Straub, J. dissenting). See also Alliance for Open Soc’y Int’l, Inc. v. U.S. Agency for Int’l Dev., 678 F.3d 127, 128 (2d Cir. 2011) (denying rehearing en banc). The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari on January 11, 2013. See also Alliance for Open Soc’y Int’l, Inc. v. U.S. Agency for Int’l Dev., 133 S. Ct. 928 (2013) (granting certiorari).

147. See Robert C. Post, Subsidized Speech, 106 YALE L. J. 151, 156 (1996) (“In cases of subsidized speech, however, the provision of a benefit can sometimes convert a citizen into a public functionary and thereby alter the nature of the relevant First Amendment rights and analysis.”).

148. Sullivan, 500 U.S. at 179 (citing 42 CFR § 59.2 (1989)).

149. Id. (citing 42 CFR § 59.8(a)(2)).

150. Id. (quotations and citations omitted).
“avoid the force of the regulations” by declining the subsidy.151

In subsequent cases, the Court provided further explanation for the speech provisions upheld in *Rust v. Sullivan*, stating that “the counseling activities of the doctors under Title X amounted to governmental speech.”152 The Court explained that “viewpoint-based funding decisions can be sustained in instances in which the government . . . [uses] private speakers to transmit information pertaining to its own program.” 153 When the government disburses funds to a private entity to convey the government’s own message, “to promote its own policies or to advance a particular idea,” the government “may take legitimate and appropriate steps to ensure that its message is neither garbled nor distorted by the grantee.”154 In the proposed plan, the government would be seeking to accurately educate citizens about the availability of Obesity Prevention Funding opportunities. This would be a form of government speech. In this context, the Supreme Court explained that “when the government appropriates public funds to a particular policy of its own it is entitled to say what it wishes.”155

Separate from the provision of funding for obesity-related prevention campaigns, this would be a specific designation of funding to non-government organizations to engage in government speech.156 As in other government speech cases, it is not constitutionally problematic if the government “solicits assistance from nongovernmental sources in developing specific messages” when the government ultimately establishes “the overall message to be communicated,” and approves of the dissemination.157 The fact that it takes one perspective, the government’s, is not prohibitive.158 The conditional funding opportunity under strategy six is entirely separate from the other enumerated strategies so it does not otherwise impact the ability of an organization to qualify for the remaining funds. This fact further immunizes strategy six from a First Amendment challenge and invalidates a claim that it violates the constitution.

**C. The Future of the Plan**

The foremost goal of the proposed manufacturers’ excise tax is to generate revenue for the conditional funding program. The taxable articles will be taxed at a rate which is low enough to not intentionally deter significant consumption. The goal is to have the grantees fundamentally alter the food environment so consumers no longer need to rely on highly processed food products for sustenance and so low-income areas gain increased access to affordable whole

151. *Id.* at 199 n.5.
153. *Id.* (quotations and citations omitted).
154. *Id.* (citing Rosenberger v. Rector & Visitors of Univ. of Va., 515 U.S. 819, 833 (1995)).
155. Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 833.
156. Cf. Legal Servs. Corp., 531 U.S. at 554 (Scalia, J. dissenting) (“If the private doctors’ confidential advice to their patients at issue in *Rust* constituted ‘government speech,’ it is hard to imagine what subsidized speech would *not* be government speech.”).
158. See Legal Servs. Corp., 531 U.S. at 541 (finding that the government may regulate the speech of private entities when public funds are being used by the private entities to convey the government’s message).
foods. The CDC will be required to conduct ongoing evaluations of the program to determine efficacy and success. Once the CDC determines that the program has positively impacted the food environment, Congress may determine that an increase in the manufacturer’s excise tax rate is warranted to discourage consumption of highly processed foods nationwide. This will be a political question. Legally, there will be no question that this secondary tax structure would be valid.

The Supreme Court has held that Congress’s power to tax is not limited to revenue raising purposes, but remains valid even if implemented specifically to deter behavior:

> It is beyond serious question that a tax does not cease to be valid merely because it regulates, discourages, or even definitely deters the activities taxed. The principle applies even though . . . the revenue purpose of the tax may be secondary. Nor does a tax statute necessarily fall because it touches on activities which Congress might not otherwise regulate.159

Congress’ ability to tax is so broad that a tax properly passed remains legitimate even if it has a “crushing effect on businesses” that Congress deems antithetical to public welfare.160 Congress may rightfully decide that businesses responsible for highly processed food products are in fact inimical to public health and thus, the public welfare. Tax increases to deter consumption would likely have a positive impact on public health.

V. CONCLUSION

The modern food environment is responsible for the decline in America’s health, which creates instability in our health care system. The food industry and those who support business interests characterize poor nutrition as a personal choice, and thus negative health outcomes are often seen as a personal responsibility issue.161 In this vein, the industry has lobbied against public health measures claiming that government intervention hinders consumers’ liberty interests.162 These arguments are contradicted by research and reality.

162. COMMENTS OF THE AMERICAN BEVERAGE ASSOCIATION IN OPPOSITION TO THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF ARTICLE 81 OF THE NEW YORK CITY HEALTH CODE, 56-57, July 23, 2012 (stating that
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Only the government has power sufficient to implement the changes needed to protect the population at large and to regulate the industries that promote and encourage consumption of unhealthy foods. Real change is thus required to alter the status quo. Congress should pass the proposed “tax and spend” strategy for the dual purposes of funding public health prevention at the state and local levels, and protecting local efforts from preemptive legislation. The proposed conditional funding program is intended to alter the current food environment to make the healthy choice affordable and convenient. Once successful, Congress should reevaluate the program and increase the tax levied on manufacturers of processed food items to specifically deter consumption.

This strategy proposes a unique method to address preemptive legislation. Industries’ successful efforts to preempt public health measures are a true threat to public health and welfare and often occur below the radar. Industries’ strategy to protect revenue at the expense of public health has contributed to the health and financial toll the modern food environment has had on America. Government is the only body in a position to address these industry practices and it must respond by supporting preventative measures and preventing preemption of state and local efforts to improve the food environment.